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Three major hurdles in Modf
's march to 7, RCR, Delhi
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Let me stick out my neck
and say Narendra Modi
I will not lead the next BJP
election campaign. AImost all other analysts,
whether pro- or anti -Modi, think he is inexorably
headed for New Delhi as
the new battering ram of the BJP. Modi's
own post-election speech showed clearly
that he aimed to become the nextPM.
· hi
HISt
ird successive victory in Gujarat
was stellar. He has an enviable developmentrecord. YetIndian history shows that
~uccessfulchief ministers donot translate
mtoPrimeMinisters.MorarjiDesai Charan Singh and DeveGOWda,each last~djust
a few ~onths or years as Prime Minister.
Narasimha Rao lasted five years, but was
t
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in national terms, but electionsare decided
mainly on local issues. National politics is
not irrelevant, but is secondary.
Possibly 90-95% of Indians have never
seen a Central government official. The
only face of government they see is the
patwari, thanedar, electricity linesman,
and a few officials at the tehsillevel. National issues like inflation or the Kargil
war can indeed swing national elections,
but not development policy issues.
The best proof of this came from Yogendra Yadav's assessment of whether
voters backed or. opposed the economic
reforms of 1991-96.
The question he asked
in a survey was: ''Are you aware of any
change whatsoever in economic policies?"Almost 80%said no!
Despite the hue and cry in Parliament, despite raging debates in the
media, voters mostly didn't know or care.
They surely liked new TV channels and

made PM because he was a lightweight.
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cellphones, but did not associate these
with economic reform in any policy
sense. At the grassroots, the 1996general
election was decided on more local issues.
Modi is a great administrator with a
great record in economic development in
Gujarat. But if he goes to other states and
boasts he has built thousands of check
dams and attracted major industries to
Gujarat, will voters there care?
Almost certainly not. This strength of
local issues explains why no strong chief
minister has ever swung voters in other
states, despite trying.
Modi refused to campaign for his party in Punjab and Uttarakhand in state
elections last February: He campaigned
outside Gujaratforthe first time in Himachal Pradesh this time.
The outcome was dismal. In his absence, the BJP won in Punjab and only
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just lost in Uttarakhand, a fair performance. But in Himachal, despite Modi's
campaigning, the BJP was washed.
Now Himachal is a small state, and
Modi addressed only two major rallies. It
can be argued this was not enough to
have an impact. Yet in a small state two J
major rallies should matter. His thrashing in HP is surely not conclusive. But hs~
has made a weak, unconvincing start as.a
vote-getter outside Gujarat. His Midas
touch seems to desert him.
•
Modi may be the darling of TV analysts, stock markets and Twitterers. But he
is opposed by NDAallies, questioned by
rival BJP factions, and ignored (sofar) by
voters outside Gujarat. Can such a man
become Prime Minister?
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